[Recent knowledge about the metabolic regulation of coronary circulation, with a contribution on adenine nucleotide metabolism of coronary endothelial cells].
The adenosine hypothesis in its original form neglects other myocardial tissues besides the predominant cardiomyocyte compartment. We could, however, demonstrate that the coronary endothelium comprises a metabolically very active adenosine and adenine nucleotide compartment of the heart, and functions as an impermeable metabolic barrier for interstitially or intravascularly accumulating adenosine if the vasoactive nucleoside is present at concentrations less than 10(-6) M. As a consequence, the vasodilatory action of intracoronarily applied adenosine cannot result from a direct action on the smooth muscle cells of the arterioles, but must be mediated by the endothelium. Since high molecular weight derivatives of adenosine, which are clearly confined to the coronary system, can also induce a very prompt coronary flow increase when applied intravascularly, smooth muscle relaxation must be triggered by an extracellular adenosine receptor at the luminal surface of the endothelium. According to preliminary pharmacological studies, this receptor belongs to the A2-type and thus stimulates the endothelial adenylate cyclase system. On the basis of our findings it is evident that with respect to the vasodilating effect of adenosine one has to distinguish between its action from the interstitial space directly via the putative receptor at the surface of the arteriolar smooth muscle cells, and its action from the intravascular space via the newly detected endothelial A2-receptor. It is a matter of further experimentation to determine to what extent both receptor populations actually participate in the metabolic regulation of coronary flow under physiological and pathophysiological conditions.